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ABSTRACT: Themeridional shift of the Kuroshio Extension (KE) front and changes in the formation of the North Pacific

Subtropical Mode Water (STMW) during 1979–2018 are reported. The surface-to-subsurface structure of the KE front

averaged over 1428–1658E has shifted poleward at a rate of ;0.238 6 0.168 decade21. The shift was caused mainly by the

poleward shift of the downstream KE front (1538–1658E, ;0.418 6 0.298 decade21) and barely by the upstream KE front

(1428–1538E). The long-term shift trend of the KE front showed two distinct behaviors before and after 2002. Before 2002,

the surface KE front moved northward with a faster rate than the subsurface. After 2002, the surface KE front showed no

obvious trend, but the subsurfaceKE front continued tomove northward. The ventilation zone of the STMW, defined by the

area between the 168 and 188C isotherms or between the 25 and 25.5 kgm23 isopycnals, contracted and displaced northward

with a shoaling of the mixed layer depth hm before 2002 when the KE front moved northward. The STMW subduction rate

was reduced by 0.76 Sv (63%; 1 Sv [ 5 106m3 s21) during 1979–2018, most of which occurred before 2002. Of the three

components affecting the total subduction rate, the temporal induction (2›hm/›t) was dominant accounting for 91% of the

rate reduction, while the vertical pumping (2wmb) amounted to 8%and the lateral induction (2umb �=hm) was insignificant.
The reduced temporal induction was attributed to both the contracted ventilation zone and the shallowed hm that were

incurred by the poleward shift of KE front.
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1. Introduction

The Kuroshio is a strong western boundary current of the

wind-driven subtropical gyre in the North Pacific Ocean. It

generally separates from Japan at Cape Inubo around 358N,

and flows eastward as theKuroshio Extension (KE) in the form

of a narrow jet (Fig. 1). The front associated with theKE, called

the KE front, is deep, featuring a strong subsurface tempera-

ture gradient but a modest sea surface temperature (SST)

gradient (Nonaka et al. 2006). The KE front is strongest near

the Japan coast about 1438E, and strengthens in winter and

weakens in summer (Chen 2008). In the south of the KE front,

the North Pacific Subtropical Mode Water (STMW; dashed

contours in Fig. 1) is formed in winter and is then subducted

into the thermocline and advected by the mean circulation

(Masuzawa 1969; Hanawa 1987). The STMW lies between the

seasonal and main thermoclines and is characterized as a

thermostad of 168–188C, or a potential vorticity minimum

(vertically homogeneous) zone (Masuzawa 1969; Hanawa

1987). The STMW transports mass, heat, and nutrients from

the surface into the subsurface ocean and is thought to carry

memory of climate variability, as some of the waters reemerge

in the next winter and contribute to the observed winter-to-

winter persistence of SST anomalies (e.g., Alexander et al.

1999; Sugimoto and Hanawa 2005). It is believed that the

STMW variation has an important influence on midlatitude

climate variability (e.g., Oka andQiu 2012) and oceanic uptake

of atmospheric CO2 (Bates et al. 2002), and can regulate bio-

geochemical process via the nutrient cycling in the oligotrophic

subtropical gyres (e.g., Oka et al. 2015).

Studies have shown that the state of the KE front modulates

the formation of the STMW through its effect on the mixed

layer depth (hereafter hm; Qiu and Chen 2006). On the inter-

annual to decadal time scales, a southerly (northerly) posi-

tioned KE front is associated with a weakened (strengthened)

recirculation gyre and is often unstable (stable) with high (low)

regional eddy activities. This high eddy activity induces high

potential vorticity water (Sasaki and Minobe 2015), increasing

subsurface ocean stratification that in turn inhibits the devel-

opment of deep hm in winter (Sugimoto andHanawa 2010) and

the formation of the STMW (e.g., Oka et al. 2012; Cerove�cki

and Giglio 2016). However, the long-term relationship be-

tween the state of the KE front and the STMW formation re-

mains less examined due to the lack of observations with

sufficient temporal and spatial resolutions.

The state of the KE front is primarily determined by the

large-scale wind field, e.g., the westerly winds over high lati-

tudes associated with the easterly winds over low latitudes in

the North Pacific Ocean (Sverdrup 1947; Stommel 1948; Munk

1950). Some studies suggested that the observed changes in the

North Pacific wind field reflect the change of the Hadley cell

(HC; e.g., Hudson et al. 2006; Seidel et al. 2008), which is a

planetary-scale circulation spanning one-third of Earth from

the tropics to the subtropics. The NOAAOISSTv2, September

descending branch of the HC in the Northern Hemisphere isCorresponding author: Xiaopei Lin, linxiaop@ouc.edu.cn
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located around 308N, where the KE front is located and the

STMW forms. The aforementioned interannual to decadal

variability of the state of the KE front is believed to be caused

by the change of the wind stress curl (WSC) in the central

Pacific induced by the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO).When

the PDO index is positive, the zeroWSC line moves northward

and the HC expands poleward (Qiu et al. 2014). Subsequently,

negative sea surface height (SSH) and permanent pycnocline

depth anomalies are generated in the central North Pacific and

propagate westward at the speed of first-mode baroclinic

Rossby waves. When the SST anomalies reach the KE front

area after 3–4 years, they cause the KE front to become un-

stable and move southward.

The long-term relationship among the KE front movement,

the STMW variability, and the large-scale wind changes is not

yet clear. Multiple lines of evidence have indicated that the

large-scale extratropical atmospheric circulation moves pole-

ward under the global warming, characterized by the poleward

movement of storm tracks (Yin 2005), westerly winds (Chen

et al. 2008), jet streams (Archer and Caldeira 2008), and clouds

(Norris et al. 2016). The poleward expanded HC (Lu et al.

2007) drives also the poleward shift of the subtropical gyres and

western boundary currents (Wu et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2016,

2020a). A variety of metrics have been used to quantify the

robust expansion of theHC since 1979 and several mechanisms

(e.g., global warming, decadal variability, aerosol, etc.) have

been proposed (e.g., Hudson et al. 2006; Seidel et al. 2008;

Reichler 2009; Chen et al. 2014; Mathew et al. 2016). It is found

that variability of the descending branch of the HC influences

the sea level pressure and the sea surface wind fields. As a

consequence, the wind shear between the low and high lati-

tudes (i.e., zero WSC line) has moved poleward in recent de-

cades. Studies based on satellite observations showed that both

the surface Oyashio Extension (OE) front (Wu et al. 2018,

2019) and the surface subtropical fronts (referred to KE front;

Yang et al. 2020a) have shifted northward associated with the

poleward shift of the subtropical gyre in the last four decades.

Despite the surface evidence, few studies have examined the

change in the subsurface KE front during the poleward ex-

pansion of the HC and whether and how the formation of the

STMW is affected. If the subsurface KE front was to move

poleward in a similar manner to the surface portion, there

would be substantial changes in the upper-ocean stratification

in the STMW formation region (Joyce et al. 2009), which

would affect the formation rate of the STMW.

This study aims to address the above question by using data

that are available for the period from 1979 to 2018. This period

is concurrent with the robust poleward expansion of the HC

(e.g., Seidel et al. 2008). The focal domain is the KE and the

STMW formation region (1308E–1808, 208–408N) in the upper

500m. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the datasets and methods used to identify the KE

front position and calculate the STMW subduction rate. In

section 3, we investigate the poleward shift of the KE front,

related changes in the STMW formation area and hm, and their

effects on the mode water formation rate. Discussion and

summary are included in section 4.

2. Data and methods

a. Definition of the KE front position

The KE front is characterized by strong SSH gradients or by

temperature gradients in the subsurface ocean (Joyce et al.

2009). Several metrics have been used to position the KE front,

including the temperature gradients, the isotherms at specific

depth, and the pertinent SSH contours along or near the local

SSH gradient maxima. The datasets and methods used in this

study to identify theKE front position are listed in Table 1. The

data source (in situ profile data) of gridded products used in

this study are basically from the World Ocean Database

(WOD) with a very small number of additional data by each

data center [see Ishii et al. (2017), Good et al. (2013), and

Cheng et al. (2017) for more details]. The data coverage is

calculated by using in situ profiles from the WOD in 18 3
18 boxes from surface to 500m, with layer interval of 20m for

every month. Figure 2 shows the data coverage in the past

70 years in the study area and it increases remarkably (mostly

90%–100% coverage) after 1979, so that we could characterize

the surface and subsurface KE front. Here, it should be noted

that this study does not involve the local eddy effect (Qiu and

Chen 2006; Wen et al. 2019), because the eddy activity in the

KE region cannot be reproduced well with the datasets

we used.

The surface KE front is often defined by the maximum

horizontal SST gradients (e.g., Seo et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2020a),

the maximum horizontal SSH gradients (e.g., Nonaka et al.

2006), and the selected SSH isolines (e.g., Qiu and Chen 2005;

Seo et al. 2014) (Figs. 3a–c). The high-resolution (0.258 3 0.258)
SST product is the monthly National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration Optimum Interpolation SST Analysis version 2

(NOAAOISSTv2, September 1981–December 2018) (Reynolds

et al. 2007). Two SST fronts in the North Pacific are shown

in Fig. 3a. One is the OE front located along ;418N and the

other is the KE front along;358N. The latter is studied in this

FIG. 1. The spatial relationship between the KE front position

and the STMW thickness. The thick white line indicates the KE

front position, which is defined as the 110-cm SSH contour (see

section 2a). Black dashed contours display the climatological

thickness of the STMW (m) during 1979–2018. Color shading

denotes the ocean bottom topography (km), and white contours

represent the SSH derived from AVISO, with an interval

of 10 cm.
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paper. Following Seo et al. (2014), the KE front position is

defined by the 110-cm SSH isoline that was reconstructed by

adding the satellite altimetry dataset fromAVISO (Ducet et al.

2000) to the mean dynamic topography (Fig. 3b). The shorter

observation period of the AVISO data (1992–present) is not

sufficient for quantifying the long-term variation of the KE

front in recent 40 years. To study the long-term trend of the

KE front position, we resort to the 50-cm SSH contour from

the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) version 3.4.2

(Carton et al. 2018a,b) (Fig. 3c). The ocean reanalysis product

SODA has a 50-level vertical grid and has been remapped

onto a regular 0.58 3 0.58 Mercator horizontal resolution for

the period of 1980–2018. As shown in Figs. 3b and 3c, both the

110-cm SSH (AVISO) and the 50-cm SSH (SODA) contours

are consistently located in the vicinity of the maximum SSH

gradient. In the following analysis, we reduce the original

resolution of the AVISO (0.258) to 0.58 resolution by selecting

the data at every two grid points both in the zonal and me-

ridional directions, following Nonaka et al. (2006), to minimize

the influence of ocean eddies. The reduced resolution does not

affect the frontal fine structures in the KE region (Fig. 3c). The

SSH values from AVISO and SODA are also detrended with

their respective global mean trend (Chen et al. 2017; Wu et al.

2019) to minimize the global warming effect.

To locate the subsurface KE front position, three observa-

tional datasets (referred as the Ishii data, EN4 data, and

IAP data) are used in addition to the SODA data. Ishii data

used in this study are an updated version that extends from

1955 to 2018 (Ishii et al. 2017). The EN4 data (version

EN.4.2.1-analyses-g10) are produced by theMet Office Hadley

Centre (Good et al. 2013) for the period of 1940–2018. The

IAP data are the product by Institute of Atmospheric Physics,

Chinese Academy of Sciences (Cheng et al. 2017) for 1940–

2018. All the three datasets are global gridded (18 3 18)
monthly objective analyses of quality-controlled in situ ob-

servations obtained from all types of ocean profiling instru-

ments. Note that the three observational datasets may not

adequately address the surface KE front variability (e.g.,

Fig. 3d) because of the strong spatial smoothing, they appear to

be sufficient to capture the subsurface KE front in a manner

similar to the SODA data (Fig. 4).

FIG. 2. Percentage (%) of data coverage for 18 3 18 boxes over
the KE and the STMW formation region (1308E–1808, 208–408N)

from the surface to 500m. The green dot–dashed box indicates the

data coverage during 1979–2018, which is the period focused on in

this study. More details are shown in section 1.
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The meridional temperature gradient shows that the OE

front is clearly seen from the surface down to about 200-m

depth and the KE front is more obvious between 200 and

500m (Figs. 4a,b). To minimize the impact of the OE front at

200m, the KE front position is detected by the 148C isotherm

(Joyce et al. 2009; Frankignoul et al. 2011), instead of the

temperature gradient method. Consistency among the defini-

tions of the KE front at 200m can be confirmed using the cli-

matological vertical velocity structure (Fig. 4c), in which the 148C
isotherm and the maximum meridional temperature gradient

roughly correspond to the largest zonal current velocity along the

KE front. At the depth of 300m, the maximum meridional tem-

perature gradient is used for locating the KE front (Nonaka et al.

2006). Since themaximum hm in this region is about 300mand the

subsurface KE front is concentrated on the upper 300m (Fig. 4),

the change of the KE front in the upper 300m is analyzed.

It is noted that the KE front is regarded as a density front

rather than a temperature front (Figs. 4d,e). The use of tem-

perature instead of density to locate the KE front stems from

the consideration that temperature dominates the density change

in the region (Johnson et al. 2012) and that salinity observations

are limited. While more in-depth discussions are needed for the

definitions of the KE front, all the aforementioned metrics are

appropriate as reviewed by Kida et al. (2015). The KE front po-

sition is calculated in the domain of 1428–1658E and 328–378Nand

the analysis period of this study is 40 winters (January–March)

during 1979–2018, because the KE front is strongest and the

robust SST front can be observed during wintertime.

b. Calculation of the subduction rate

The STMW is defined as the water mass that has tempera-

ture ranging between 168 and 188C, the layer thickness greater

than 50m, and a vertical temperature gradient less than 1.58C
(100m)21 (Wu et al. 2020a). Even though the mean tempera-

ture of the STMW has increased during the past 40 years

(Sugimoto et al. 2017), the use of a fixed temperature (i.e.,

168–188C) for the STMW is deemed appropriate. Figure 5a

shows the volume distribution of each temperatures with the

range between 148 and 208C with 0.28C interval. It was calcu-

lated from the temperature fields in the upper 500m within the

STMW formation and subduction area (1308E–1808, 208–378N)

during 1979–2018. It can be readily seen that the STMW, which

is originally defined by the maximum volume within a selected

temperature range (i.e., vertically homogeneous with small

vertical temperature gradient) in the thermocline, is located

primarily between the 168 and 188C isotherms (Figs. 5a,b). A

similar fixed temperature range (158–208C) was also used by

Sugimoto et al. (2017) and others (e.g., Oka et al. 2015; Sugimoto

and Kako 2016; Wu et al. 2020a) to study the variability of the

STMW. As shown in Fig. 5c, the volume percentage (denomi-

nator is the water volume in the upper 500m within the mode

water formation and subduction region, 1308E–1808, 208–378N)

of the 168–188C isotherms shows no obvious trend and varies

consistently with that of the 158–208C isotherms. It appears that

the global warming may have affected the mean temperature of

the STMW, but a fixed temperature range, such as 168–188C, is
able to represent the STMW variation throughout the study

period. Other temperature ranges such as 158–208C were also

tested, and similar results were obtained.

The subduction rate is defined as the rate at which mixed-

layer fluid is transferred into the permanent thermocline.

By definition, the instant subduction rate S(t) in the Eulerian

coordinates is written as (Cushman-Roisin 1987; Williams

et al. 1995)

FIG. 3. Definition of the surface KE front position with different datasets and methods. (a) Horizontal SST

gradient [8C (100 km)21] from NOAA OISST, (b) SSH (m; contours with an interval of 0.2m) and SSH hori-

zontal gradient [color; m (100 km)21] from AVISO, (c) SSH (m; contours with an interval of 0.1m) and SSH

horizontal gradient [color; m (100 km)21] from SODA, and (d) horizontal SST gradient [8C (100 km)21] from Ishii

data in January 2010. The thick black line in (b) and (c) indicates the 110- and 50-cm SSH contour, respectively (see

details in the text).
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where the subscript mb denotes themixed layer base; S(t) is the

sum of the vertical velocity at the base of the mixed layer

(2wmb), the rate at which the water is swept beneath the

shoaling mixed layer base by horizontal currents (2umb � =hm),
and the rate of the mixed layer shallowing (2›hm/›t); hm is

defined as the depth at which the potential density is 0.125kgm23

higher than the surface density and is derived from Ishii data; and

umb is computed from the thermal wind equations using the

temperature and salinity from the Ishii data. We assumed a level

of nomotion at 2000-m depth. The velocitywmb is computed from

wind stress using the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecast interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim; Dee et al.

2011). The monthly ERA-Interim wind stress data are from 1979

to present, interpolated into 0.258 3 0.258 (latitude 3 longitude)

spatial resolution. Since the instantaneous subduction rate fluc-

tuates considerably, it is more meaningful to use the annual mean

subduction rate Sann defined as
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where T is one year, and Tef
s and Tef

e are the times when ef-

fective detrainment starts and ends, respectively. The first term

on the right-hand side represents the contribution from vertical

pumping at the base of the mixed layer, and the second term

indicates the contribution from lateral/temporal induction due

to the sloping mixed layer base.

Winter means are constructed from monthly means by av-

eraging the data from January to March. The 5% significance

level is used for all statistical analysis calculated following

Bretherton et al. (1999).

3. Results

a. Poleward shift of the KE front

The mean position of the surface KE front agrees well with

the classical picture (Mizuno and White 1983), featuring two

quasi-stationary meanders with ridges centered at 1438 and

1508E (Fig. 1). For the subsurface KE front, the meridional

sections of wintertime climatological temperature and its me-

ridional gradient based on the SODA and Ishii data are shown

(Figs. 4a,b). The strong meridional temperature gradient asso-

ciated with the subsurface KE front around 358N was well re-

produced, both in the reanalysis and the observed climatology.

The differences in the surface-to-subsurface KE front be-

tween the two periods, 1980–89 and 2009–18 can be generally

FIG. 4. Latitude–depth sections of climatological-mean January–March temperature (contours) and its meridional gradient [color;

8C (100 km)21] averaged between 1428 and 1658E, based on the (a) SODA and (b) Ishii datasets. (c) As in (a), but for the zonal current velocity

(m s21) fromSODA. (d),(e)As in (a) and (b), but for the potential density (su; contours) and its meridional gradient [color; kgm23 (100 km)21].

Contour intervals for temperature field are 18C and for density field are 0.25 kgm23. Red dashed lines are the depth at 200m.
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regarded as the long-term trend of the KE front shift in the past

40 years. Figure 6 displays the meridional sections of temper-

ature (contours) and the meridional temperature gradient

(color shading) that were constructed from zonal averages

between 1428 and 1658E for the two periods, 1980–89 and

2009–18, respectively. The left panels are based on the

SODAdata (Figs. 6a–c), showing that the northwardmigration

of the KE front, as well as the intensification of the KE front

(color shading in Fig. 6c), has occurred both at the surface and

in the subsurface layers. The right panels in Fig. 6 are based on

the Ishii observational dataset that has a coarser resolution

(18 3 18). As a result, the KE front is relatively broader and

weaker compared to that from the SODA dataset (Figs. 6d,e).

Nevertheless, major features associated with the northward

shift and enhancement of the meridional temperature gradient

of the KE front are still shown, including the intensified KE

front, the higher temperature anomalies, and downward dis-

placement of the thermocline (Fig. 6f).

To examine the meridional shift of the KE front at different

layers, time series of the zonally averaged (1428–1658E) KE

front positions at the surface, 200m, and 300m are shown in

Fig. 7. It is evident that the KE front variability is coherent

from the surface (Figs. 7a,b) to subsurface (200 and 300m;

Figs. 7c,d) on interannual to decadal time scales, although the

magnitude of the change varies with depth. At the surface, the

KE front position based on the maximum horizontal SST

gradient method (Fig. 7a) is located north of the front position

based on the SSH definitions (Fig. 7b) by about 0.58 in latitude

(Seo et al. 2014). The surface KE front defined by the

maximum horizontal SSH gradient (orange and red points in

Fig. 7b) agrees well with that based on specific SSH isoline

(blue and gray points in Fig. 7b). Although there are un-

certainties among different datasets and different defini-

tions of the KE front, the results are convergent in showing

that the KE front has shifted poleward. The rate of the shift

is ;0.238 6 0.178 decade21 based on the SST gradient method

and ;0.258 6 0.158 decade21 based on the SSH methods.

The long-term trend of the poleward shift of the surface

KE front shows two different behaviors before and after

2002 (Figs. 7a,b). During the first period from 1979 to

2002, the surface KE front moved northward at a rate of

;0.388 6 0.228 decade21 based on the SST gradient method

and;0.328 6 0.198 decade21 based on the SSHmethods, which

is faster than the mean rate in the 40-yr period. During the

second period after 2002, there was substantial interannual

variability but no clear decadal trend. Hence, the long-term

poleward shift of the surface KE front in the past 40 years

mainly occurred during 1979–2002. The time series of the lat-

itudinal position of the surface KE front also showed strong

variability on interannual to decadal time scales. There was a

north–south movement of up to 28 in latitude on time scale of

10–15 years (Figs. 7a,b). For instance, the KE front was located

in relatively southward latitudes in years around 1980, 1995,

2005, and 2015, but more northward latitudes in the early

1990s, 2000s, and 2010s. This movement is in agreement with

previous studies [e.g., Fig. 3 in Qiu et al. (2017); Fig. 5a in

FIG. 5. (a) The volume (31013 m3) of each temperature range between 148 and 208C, with a 0.28C interval, which

is calculated in the STMWformation and subduction area (1308E–1808, 208–378N) in the upper 500m for 40 years by

using annual mean temperature. Dots from light to dark colors indicate the results from 1979 to 2018, and red line

shows the mean value. (b) Climatological temperature (contours; 8C) and its vertical gradient [shading;

8C (10m)21] averaged between 1418 and 1558E derived from the Ishii data. The marked 168 and 188C contours are

the defined lower and upper temperature boundaries of the mode water. The white contour is the 1.58C (100m)21

line, which is the vertical temperature gradient criterion of themodewater. (c) Volume percentages of the 158–208C
and 168–188C in the STMW formation and subduction area (1308E–1808, 208–378N) in the upper 500m during

1979–2018. The data analyzed here are from Ishii data.
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Yang et al. (2020a)]. Observational and numerical studies

have shown that the surface KE front exhibits a long-term

shift (Yang et al. 2020a) and low-frequency north–south

movement (Qiu and Chen 2005; Joyce et al. 2009; Frankignoul

et al. 2011; Seo et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2017), with a meridional

displacement of about 200 km (Qiu and Chen 2010). Our re-

sults are not only consistent with these studies but also enhance

them by showing the decadal differences of the shift before and

after 2002.

Characteristics of the shift in the subsurface KE front are

different from those in the surface. The four datasets examined

in this study show that the northward movement of the sub-

surface KE front was more persistent with a lesser degree of

interannual to decadal variability (Figs. 7c,d). Unlike the sur-

face KE front that showed the shift changed the pace before

and after 2002, the subsurface KE front continued to shift

poleward after 2002. The overall mean trend of the KE front

meridional shift at the depths of 200 and 300m are 0.218 6
0.138 decade21 and 0.238 6 0.188 decade21, respectively. Note

that the subsurface KE front at 200m was derived from the

148C isotherm and the front at 300m was identified using the

maximummeridional temperature gradients. These definitions

FIG. 6. Latitude–depth sections of 10 winter-mean (January–March) fields of temperature (contours) and its

meridional gradient [color; 8C (100 km)21] averaged between 1428 and 1658E for (a) 1980–89 and (b) 2009–18.

(c) The winter-mean (January–March) temperature during 1979–88 (black dashed contours) and 2009–18 (black

solid contours) with mean meridional temperature changes between the two decades in the background (color).

Contour intervals for temperature field in (a) and (b) are 18C and in (c) are 28C. The results from the (left) SODA

and (right) Ishii datasets. Red lines are the depth at 200m.
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are different from the surface KE front definitions, which may

cause a reduction of the subsurface KE front variability.

b. Changes in the ventilation zone and the
upper-layer stratification

The ventilation zone of the STMW, defined by the area

between 168 and 188C isotherms (or between 25 and 25.5 kgm23

isopycnals), and the hm in the STMWformation region are closely

related to the upper-ocean stratification. Two sets of metrics are

used to describe the long-term change of the STMW ventilation

zone (Fig. 8a): the mean temperature pattern for two decades,

1980–89 and 2009–18 (donated by the respective dashed and

solid contours), and the mean temperature changes between

the two 10-yr epochs (denoted by the colored background). It is

evident that the isotherms have migrated northward from the

earlier period to the later period, but with different amplitudes

for different isotherms. The magnitude of the latitudinal shift

was quantified using the isotherms averaged between 1428 and
1658E (Fig. 8b). For the meandering path of a certain isotherm,

we used its averaged position in this study. The total shift in

latitude increases from the 128 to 188C isotherm: smallest for

the 128C isotherm with a magnitude of 0.328 6 0.208, and
greatest for the 188C isotherm with a magnitude of 2.178 6
0.738. Hence, in the KE frontal region, the southern isotherms

have moved farther poleward than the northern isotherms,

strengthening the poleward shift of the maximum SST gradi-

ents and thus the surface KE front (Fig. 7a). During this

transition, the edge of the STMW outcrop (1308E–1808)
has also moved northward as indicated by the 168 and 188C
isotherms, with a magnitude of 1.378 6 0.518 and 2.218 6 0.708
in latitude, respectively. This suggests that the STMW venti-

lation zone has contracted in the past 40 years.

The shift of the STMW ventilation zone is examined in

the density coordinate in Figs. 8c and 8d. Characteristics of

the shift in the density coordinate are similar to those in the

temperature coordinate. For instance, larger negative density

anomalies (less dense) were located to the south of the KE

front (Fig. 8c) and the northward shift increased from 26 to

25 kgm23 (Fig. 8d). The edge of the STMW ventilation zone

confined between 25.5 and 25 kgm23 isopycnals (correspond-

ing to the 168 and 188C isotherms) has shifted poleward by

1.598 6 0.488 and 2.208 6 0.778 latitude in total from 1979 to

2018, which also indicates a contraction of the ventilation area.

The spatial pattern and total northward shift are consistent

in both temperature and density coordinates (Figs. 8a–d).

It is worth pointing out that the aforementioned decadal

differences in the poleward shift of the surface KE front before

and after 2002 led to differences in the variation of the venti-

lation zone between the two periods, 1979–2002 and 2002–18.

Figures 8e–h showed the changes of isotherms before and after

2002. Before 2002, there was a robust northward shift of the

maximum SST gradient with SST anomalies higher in the south

of KE than in the north of KE (Fig. 8e). There was also a

greater poleward shift of the SST isotherms from 128 to 188C
(Fig. 8f), along with a faster poleward shift of the surface KE

front. After 2002, there were weak SST anomalies in the KE

frontal region (Fig. 8g) and no significant shift of the isotherms

(Fig. 8h). This corresponded well to the relatively stable sur-

face KE front. It is interesting that the poleward shift of the

188C isotherm was larger than that of 168C isotherm during

1979–2002 but smaller or even slightly southward during

2002–18. This is supported by both satellite observations

(OISST data) and in situ observations (Ishii data) (Fig. 9).

Consequently, the ventilation zone contracted before 2002

and experienced no contraction after 2002, consistent with

the trend changes of the surface KE front poleward shift

(Figs. 7a,b).

The change of the hm is affected by the upper-ocean strati-

fication. Stronger stratification is generally associated with

shallower hm. Before 2002, the warming in the surface layer

was larger than that in the subsurface layer in the ventilation

zone, so the stratification within hm over the formation region

increased (Figs. 10a,b). After 2002, the surface KE front

showed no obvious trend, showing no warming or weak cooling

FIG. 7. Time series of the winter-mean (January–March) me-

ridional shift of the KE front position averaged between 1428 and
1658E and its mean trend (black dashed line) at the surface with

(a) SST method and (b) SSH methods, and at (c) 200m and

(d) 300m based on different datasets and methods as indicated by

the legends. Please see the text and Table 1 for more details. The

red line and yellow lines in (a) and (b) indicate the surfaceKE front

shift trend before and after 2002, respectively. The trends are all

statistically significant above the 95% confidence level.
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in surface layer (Fig. 10c). Meanwhile, the subsurface KE front

continued to move northward, which led to an even weaker

upper-ocean stratification (Fig. 10d). The stratification inten-

sity (i.e., the mean value of the vertical temperature gradient)

over the ventilation zone, which reflects the change of hm in the

STMW formation region, increased before 2002 but remained

nearly steady after 2002 (Figs. 10e,f).

c. Changes in the formation of the STMW

The contracted ventilation zone along with the increased

upper-layer stratification would induce changes in the STMW

subduction rate. To better understand the change, we first ex-

amined the climatological annual subduction rate and its three

components, including the temporal induction, the lateral induc-

tion and the vertical pumping (Fig. 11). The spatial distribution of

annual subduction rate is similar to that from observations or

models (e.g., Fig. 11c in Qiu and Huang 1995; Fig. 6c in Qu et al.

2002; Fig. 4 in Liu and Huang 2012). There were two bands of

local maximum in the western North Pacific. One was associated

with the STMW between 208 and 378N, and between 1408 and
1708E, with magnitude exceeding 120myr21. The other was lo-

cated at around 408N that corresponds to the central mode water

(Suga et al. 1997; Talley 1999). Farther to the east, a localized

maximum occurred near 258N, 1508–1208W, which is related to

the North Pacific eastern subtropical mode water (Hautala and

Roemmich 1998). The temporal induction was governed by the

hm shoaling rate, being largest in the northwestern subtropical

gyre with a magnitude exceeding 90myr21 (Fig. 11b), and de-

creasing rapidly toward the southeast. The lateral induction term

produced no spatial pattern except for a few patches of localized

maxima of about 30myr21 in the vicinity of theKE frontal region

(Fig. 11c). The annual subduction rate due to the vertical pumping

varies from 0 to 30myr21 (Fig. 11d) in the subtropical gyre. In

general, the contribution from the temporal shoaling of thehmwas

dominant, while the contributions from the lateral induction and

the vertical pumping terms were small.

FIG. 8. (a) The winter-mean (January–March) SST in the subtropical North Pacific during 1980–89 (black dashed

contours) and 2009–18 (black solid contours) with the SST mean changes between the two periods in the back-

ground (color). (b) The total shift in the positions of the selected SST isotherms between 1428 and 1658E during

1980–89 and 2009–18, with error bars denoting the 95% confidence interval estimates. (c),(d) As in (a) and (b), but

for the SSD. (e)–(h)As in (a) and (b), but for the SST during 1979–83 and 1998–2002 in (e) and (f), and 2002–06 and

2014–18 in (g) and (h). The 168–188C isotherms and 25–25.5 kgm23 isopycnals indicate the outcrop region of

STMW in temperature and density coordinate, respectively. The data analyzed here are from Ishii data.
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We then analyzed the decadal changes in Sann and its com-

ponents by using the decadal contrasts between the two pe-

riods, 1980–89 and 2009–18 (Fig. 12). Compared to the early

period (1980–89), the Sann in later period (2009–18) was much

weaker (Fig. 12a) with broad negative anomalies, ;250myr21,

in the STMW formation and subduction area. The temporal

induction term had negative anomaly pattern and magnitude

similar to the Sann and was the leading contributor to the Sann

FIG. 9. (a) Latitudinal shift of the 168C (blue) and 188C (gray) isotherms between 1428 and 1658E during

1982–2018 and its trend (dashed black line is for 1982–2018, red line is for 1982–2002, and yellow line is for 2002–18)

derived from OISST data. (b) As in (a), but derived from Ishii data during 1979–2018.

FIG. 10. (a) Latitude–depth sections of winter (January–March) mean field of temperature (contours; 8C) and its trend (color;

31022 8C yr21) averaged between 1428 and 1658E for 1979–2002. White line indicates the mean hm in winter during 1979–2002 along

1508E. (b) As in (a), but for the temperature vertical gradient trend (color;31024 8Cm21 yr21). Notice that the negative value of the

temperature vertical gradient trend indicates the enhanced temperature vertical gradient and vice versa. (c),(d) As in (a) and (b), but for

the period during 2002–18. (e) Time series of the ocean stratification intensity within hm (31022 8Cm21) averaged over the ventilation

zone and its trend (dashed black line is for 1979–2018, red line is for 1979–2002, and yellow line is for 2002–18). The shaded error bands

denote one standard deviation of annual variability. (f) As in (e), but for the mean hm variability (m; black line) averaged over the mode

water ventilation zone. The data analyzed here are from Ishii data.
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long-term changes (Fig. 12b). The lateral induction term

produced patches of large positive and negative anomalies

(Fig. 12c) along the KE frontal region, while the contribution

from the vertical pumping was negligible (Fig. 12d).

Integrating the Sann over the mode water ventilation zone

at the surface yielded a total annual subduction rate (total

Sann) with units in Sverdrups (Sv; 1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21). The

year-to-year variability of the total Sann showed that the pro-

duction of the STMW has trended downward during the

past four decades (Fig. 13a). The overall rate of reduction

was 20.19 6 0.11 Sv decade21, amounting to a reduction of

0.76 Sv (63%) in the total Sann during 1979–2018. It is evident

that most of the reduction in the total Sann occurred before

2002 (20.28 6 0.16 Sv decade21). The decadal differences in

the rate of change are similar to those found in the poleward

shift of the surface KE front, the contraction of the ventilation

zone and increase of the upper-layer stratification over the

STMW formation area. Contribution from the three integral

terms in Eq. (2) suggests that the decreasing trend of the total

Sann was induced primarily by the decreasing trend of the

temporal induction (91%) and secondarily by the vertical

pumping (8%), with little contribution from the lateral in-

duction (Figs. 13a,b). Previous studies have shown that the

temporal induction term was the leading contribution on an-

nual, interannual and decadal variation (Da Costa et al. 2005;

Chen et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2014). The reduction of the temporal

induction term was attributable to both the contraction of the

ventilation zone and a shoaling of the hm [Eq. (2)].

The change in the surface area of the STMW ventilation

zone averaged over the mode water formation area are shown

in Fig. 13c. It can be seen that the temporal induction (red line

in Fig. 13b) varied in coherence with both the ventilation zone

(Fig. 13c) and hm (Fig. 10f) over the entire period. As discussed

in previous subsections, decadal behaviors of the KE front shift

differ before and after 2002. Similar pattern is also observed in

the subduction rate as illustrated in spatial distributions of the

total Sann and the temporal induction term (Fig. 14). Before

2002, both showed significant decreasing trends (Figs. 14a,c,

differences between 1979–83 and 1998–2002), while there were

no obvious changes after 2002 (Figs. 14b,d; differences be-

tween 2002–06 and 2014–18).

The relative importance of the ventilation zone contraction

and hm shoaling on the decrease of temporal induction was

further examined, following Yu et al. (2018). We first fixed the

›hm/›t by using the climatological monthly mean at each grid,

and then integrated it over the varied ventilation zone for one

year, i.e., 2
Ð Tef

e

Tef
s

hÐÐ
(›hm/›t) dA

i
dt. The results showed that the

decreasing trend of the temporal induction, which was only

caused by the contracted ventilation zone, was 20.084 6
0.062 Sv decade21, accounting for ;50% of the total temporal

induction trend (20.17 6 0.07 Sv decade21). That is to say,

the contraction of the ventilation zone and the shoaling of

the hm had roughly equal contributions to downward-trended

temporal induction.

4. Summary and discussion

Two objectives were reported in this study: the long-term

shift trend of the KE front and its related variation of the

STMW formation during 1979–2018. The examination of a

suite of datasets and definitions of the KE showed that the

surface-to-subsurface structure of the KE front (averaged

over 1428–1658E) has shifted poleward at a rate of ;0.238 6
0.168 decade21. The long-term trend of the poleward shift of

the KE front showed two distinct behaviors before and after

2002. Before 2002, the surface KE front moved northward

FIG. 11. (a) Climatological annual mean subduction rate (m yr21) and its components due to (b) temporal

induction 2›hm/›t, (c) lateral induction 2umb � =hm, and (d) vertical pumping 2wmb in the North Pacific

Ocean for the period 1979–2018. The black box in the figures indicates the STMW formation and subduction

area (1308E–1808, 208–378N).
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with a faster rate than the subsurface KE front. After 2002, the

surface KE front showed no obvious trend, but the subsurface

KE front continued to move northward. Along with the

poleward shift of the KE front, the STMW ventilation zone

has contracted and moved northward with shoaling of the hm
before 2002 when the KE front moved northward. The

subduction rate of the STMWwas reduced by 0.76 Sv (63%)

in the past four decades, most of which occurred before

2002. Of the three components affecting the total subduc-

tion rate, the temporal induction (2›hm/›t) was dominant,

accounting for 91% of the rate reduction, while the vertical

pumping (2wmb) amounted to 8% and the lateral induction

(2umb � =hm) was insignificant.
The temporal induction is found to have weakened in

responding to both the contracted ventilation zone and the

shallowed hm (Figs. 13 and 10f), and the change was a dominant

contributor to the reduction of the total Sann. The shoaling of

the hm represents an upward buoyancy flux or a conversion

between potential energy and turbulent kinetic energy, driven

by the surface wind stirring and/or surface convection (e.g.,

Niiler 1975), or by surface advection (Wu et al. 2020a,b). The

enhanced upper-ocean stratification shown in Fig. 10b before

2002 shallowed hm, as a strong upper-ocean stratification is

unfavorable to the mixed layer development (e.g., Qiu and

Chen 2006; Sugimoto and Kako 2016). On a broader scale,

surface WSC also affects hm, with a shallow hm corresponding

to positive WSC (Fig. 4c in Wu et al. 2019). Compared

to the temporal induction (2›hm/›t), the lateral induction

(2umb � =hm) showed patchy structures alternating between

large positive and negative anomalies (Fig. 12c). These patches

may be caused by mesoscale activities, such as eddies or large

meanders of the KE current and had negligible effect on the

integration of the lateral induction in the analysis re-

gion (black box in Fig. 12) due to the cancellation of the

‘‘negative–positive’’ patches.

The KE front in this analysis was searched between 1428 and
1658E, including the upstream (1428–1538E) and downstream

(1538–1658E) KE fronts (e.g., Yang et al. 2018). Most previous

studies have mainly focused on the upstream KE front

variability. To compare with these studies, we separated the

KE front into upstream (1428–1538E) and downstream

(1538–1658E) and recomputed their meridional movement

(Fig. 15). The results show that the upstream KE front ex-

hibited clear interannual-to-decadal variability but no clear

poleward shift trend from the surface to the subsurface

(Figs. 15a–c), consistent with the studies by Seo et al. (2014)

and Kim et al. (2020). By contrast, the downstream KE front

showed strong northward shift trend, at a rate of 0.408 6 0.298,
0.388 6 0.268, and 0.438 6 0.328 decade21 for the surface, 200-m,

and 300-m depth, respectively. The overall averaged trend is

0.418 6 0.298 decade21 for the movement of the vertical

downstream KE front (Figs. 15d–f). Hence, the poleward shift

of the whole KE front mainly originated from the downstream

KE front. The rate of the shift of the downstream KE front is

on the order of 0.48 decade21 during the past four decades,

which is consistent with the HC expansion trend of approxi-

mately 0.58–1.08 decade21 (Lucas et al. 2014). In addition, the

surface downstream KE front moved poleward faster before

2002 than that after 2002 (Fig. 15d), while the subsurface

downstreamKE front showed steady poleward shift during the

entire analysis period (Figs. 15e,f). It is interesting that the KE

fronts exhibited different poleward shift before and after 2002,

FIG. 12. (a) Decadal changes of the annual mean subduction rate and its components due to (b) temporal in-

duction 2›hm/›t, (c) lateral induction 2umb � =hm, and (d) vertical pumping 2wmb in the North Pacific Ocean

between 1980–89 and 2009–18 (latter minus former; m yr21). The red and black contours in the figures indicate the

winter-mean (January–March) 168 and 188C isotherms during 2009–18 and 1980–89, respectively. The black box in

the figures indicates the STMW formation and subduction area (1308E–1808, 208–378N). Notice that the color bar

range of (d) is [220, 20] which is 5 times smaller than (a)–(c).
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which may be due to the natural decadal to multidecadal var-

iability (Yang et al. 2020b). The 1979–2002 period is so-called

‘‘fast warming,’’ while the following decade is the global

warming ‘‘hiatus’’ (Deser et al. 2017). Consequently, the

increase of SST had a faster pace during 1979–2002 but

slowed down during 2002–18. The northward shift of SST

isotherms and the surface KE front exhibited a similar change

during the two periods. The reason that the subsurface KE

front was relatively stable and had no obvious changes in the

pace of the shift before and after 2002 (Figs. 7 and 15) is

perhaps due to the fact that the subsurface is less directly

affected by the surface thermal forcing. Further study is

needed to gain an understanding of the dynamical processes

governing the surface and subsurface interactions.

We have also identified the difference in the long-term shift

trends between the upstream and downstream KE front. The

downstream KE front showed a robust poleward shift, while

the upstream KE front was stable and showed little northward

movement. The KE front is located in the northern edge of

the subtropical gyre and can be represented by the Sverdrup

streamline. The Sverdrup balance relates the steady-state

large-scale ocean circulation to the surface WSC forcing

(Sverdrup 1947). Hautala et al. (1994) concluded that the

Pacific subtropical gyre circulation is well explained by the

Sverdrup transport, based on the hydrographic data along

the 248N section from the eastern boundary up to 1378E. The
Sverdrup streamfunction c can be derived by zonal integration

of WSC westward from the eastern boundary along each

latitude as follows:

c(x)52
1

r
0
b

ðx
xe

curlt dx1c(x
e
) , (3)

where r0 is a reference seawater density, and b the y derivative

of the Coriolis parameter f. The path of the integration is taken

zonally from the eastern boundary xe to x, and c(xe) is the

boundary value at the eastern coast and is set to zero. The

relationship between the zero WSC line and the zero Sverdrup

streamline can be found in Fig. 5b in Wu et al. (2019).

Following the Sverdrup theory, the upstream and downstream

KE fronts should both move poleward in the past 40 years

under the observed expansion of the HC (or the zero-WSC

line, Fig. 4c inWu et al. 2019). Hence, the question remained is

why the upstream KE front exhibited no poleward shift. One

possible candidate is the topography (colored in Fig. 1), which

anchored the upstream KE front. As discussed in Hurlburt

et al. (1996), the bottom topography, i.e., the seamounts east of

the trench (1438–1448E) and the abyssal plain to the further

east, may have a strong influence on the KE currents owing

to the conservation of potential vorticity. Consequently, the

upstream KE front would be anchored to bottom with no

long-term shift trend, similar to the case of the western OE

front (Mitsudera et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2018).

In addition to the effect of local bottom topography, we

found that the longitudinal asymmetry in temperature anom-

alies may also contribute to the difference in the shift trends

between the upstream and downstream KE fronts. As indi-

cated by the colored background in Fig. 8a, the surface warm

anomalies were larger in the east (downstream KE front) than

those in the west (upstream KE front). Wu et al. (2019) argued

that the local Ekman heat transport anomaly due to the wind

field changes (y0=SST) could be one of the contributors to in-

duce this longitudinal asymmetry in temperature anomalies

and keep the western OE front stable. This is similar to the

western KE front, while the contribution from the Ekman heat

transport to the KE front shift should be small, because of the

deep hm in winter and also the weak SST meridional gradient

compared to that in OE frontal area.

FIG. 13. (a) Time series of total annual subduction rate (total

Sann; Sv) and its trend. (b) Time series of the contribution of

temporal induction 2›hm/›t (red), lateral induction 2umb � =hm
(yellow), and vertical pumping 2wmb (blue) on the total Sann
during the period of 1979–2018. (c) The area integral of the STMW

ventilation zone in temperature coordinate (31012 m2) and its

trend. After detrending, the correlation coefficient between tem-

poral induction and ventilation zone variability is 0.76, between

temporal induction and hm variability (Fig. 10f) is 0.87, and both

are statistically significant above the 95% confidence level. The

shaded error bands denote one standard deviation of annual vari-

ability for each variable. In (a), (c), and (d), the dashed black line,

red line, and yellow line indicate the trend for 1979–2018, 1979–

2002, and 2002–18, respectively.
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Yang et al. (2020a) attributed the HC expansion as well as

the poleward shift of the North Pacific subtropical gyre to the

global warming in the recent 40 years, although they pointed

out that the natural climate variability, e.g., PDO and Atlantic

multidecadal oscillation (AMO), could also be a factor. On the

other hand, Wu et al. (2019) suggested that the easterly wind

anomalies in the subtropical and subpolar North Pacific (in-

dicating poleward expansion of the HC) in the recent decades

were induced primarily by the AMO and second by the PDO.

The mean temperature of the STMW had a strong correlation

with the AMO (Wu et al. 2020a), and hence, the fast warming

trend in recent 40 years should come from both the AMO phase

changes (negative to positive) and global warming (Sugimoto

et al. 2017). The relative contribution of global warming and the

natural variability to theHCandKEexpansion and the resultant

reduction in the STMW formation in the recent decades would

be an interesting topic for further study.

It should be pointed out that the relationship between the

KE front position and the STMW formation is different on

different time scales. As discussed by previous studies (e.g.,

Oka et al. 2015), on the interannual to decadal time scale, eddy

activities are weak with stronger STMW formation when the

KE front is in its northern position (stable state). However, in

this study, we found that the northward shift of the KE front

resulted in a reduction of the STMW subduction rate. The

disparity reflects the competition of two mechanisms, the eddy

effects versus large-scale ocean dynamics. Because of the

coarse resolution of the observational datasets, we were not

able to consider the role of eddies in this study. Nonetheless,

our results were consistent with Liu and Hu (2007) that the

weakened westerlies in the midlatitudes reduced the subduc-

tion rate and the STMW volume, suggesting that the eddy

impact may not be the leading factor in decadal to multi-

decadal variability. As discussed in section 3c, the impact of

mesoscale variability on the total Sann were small due to the

cancellation effect on the area integration. Further work is

needed to provide a systematic analysis of the interaction

among the eddy activities, the frontal variation and the

evolution of the mode water.

Our study may have broad environmental and societal im-

pacts. On the one hand, the poleward shift of the KE front

could change the overlaying atmospheric circulation and storm

track (Primeau and Cessi 2001;Wang et al. 2017), as well as the

rainband (Minobe et al. 2010). This would further induce

change to the local climate through complex interaction be-

tween the atmosphere and the ocean (e.g., Minobe et al. 2008).

On the other hand, the STMW formation region constitutes

one of the largest ocean carbon sinks for the atmospheric

CO2 in the Northern Hemisphere (Takahashi et al. 2009). The

reduction of the STMW subduction rate would reduce the

ocean carbon absorption and would further amplify the global

warming. The advection of the STMW could also influence

the nutrient concentration in the downstream region near the

western boundary (Oka et al. 2015). Consequently, changes of

the STMW formation would affect the ocean biogeochemical

cycle and fishery. Last but not least, it is reported that the

STMW is one of the key factors that controls the subtropical

gyre (Kobashi et al. 2006). For example, the reduced mode

water formation could weaken the subtropical counter current

(Xu et al. 2011, 2012) and vice versa (Zhang et al. 2019), and

the variability of subtropical counter current would affect the

SST in the subtropical frontal region which in turn feedbacks to

the local precipitation and climate (Xie et al. 2011). In sum-

mary, the poleward shift of the KE front and reduction of the

FIG. 14. (a)Annualmean subduction rate changes between 1979–83 and 1998–2002 (latterminus former;m yr21).

(b) As in (a), but for the changes between 2002–06 and 2014–18 (latterminus former;m yr21). (c),(d)As in (a) and (b),

but for temporal induction 2›hm/›t. The red and black contours indicate the winter-mean (January–March) 168 and
188C isotherms during 1998–2002 and 1979–83 in (a) and (c), and during 2014–18 and 2002–06 in (b) and (d), re-

spectively. The black box in the panels indicates the STMW formation and subduction area (1308E–1808, 208–378N).
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STMW formation have potentially important implications in

many fronts and should be further researched.
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